Believe in

A CLEANER PLANET

SHOPPY
Sustainable, Elegant, Resistant, Light, Innovative...
New basket with wheels SHOPPY ECO.
Made with sustainable materials, with an elegant and
robust style.
Quality and sustainability merge in this new responsible
project, which we believe is necessary for a future
committed to the environment.
In addition, with this new patented system of
easy-to-replace wheels, we extend the useful life of the
product.

Referencia 2020

Made from recycled materials
· Basket body made from 100% post-industrial recycled
material recovered from our own production process.

85 cms

· By using recycled materials we extend the useful life
of our raw materials.

Stylish and robust
· Elegant and robust design
· One of the most robust baskets on the market.

Comfortable and lightweight

Wide opening for product loading

· Handle designed for a better grip, with a height of
85 cm, adapted to a wide height range.

· Space optimization for better product distribution

· Basket weight: 1,980 kg.

· Suitable for a wide variety of products

Stackable

Double grip handle

· Recommended stacking of 10 baskets (height 102 cm).

· Ergonomic grip handle for comfortable and
effortless hand carrying of the loaded basket.

· The central handle facilitates the collection of the
basket in the stack.

Two fixed and two
swivel casters
· Quick and easy wheel
change system

Patented
wheel
system

· Ideal for quick replacement of worn casters or
for cleaning to remove dust, grease, hairs and
threads that may adhere.

· Central handle for easy carrying and collection in
the basket stack.

Easy Click System
· Wheels isolated from the base of the
baskets, thus preventing most of the waste
dragged by the wheels from
coming into contact with
the products.

Standard models

Personalization with IML label
· In-mold labeling, with this technique we obtain a label
with a wide range of colors, maximum quality and a
more environmentally friendly product. They improve
the appearance of the basket, with the advantage of
being integrally molded with the basket, IML labels do
not peel off or scratch.

Anti-theft label
Adhesive label RF 8.2 MHZ

Anti-static material
· Specially made basket with anti-static additive, which
prevents static electricity build-up, less dusty basket,
ideal for transporting electrostatic sensitive items.

Hygienic handle

Maximum load weight

· Handle manufactured with bactericidal, virucidal and
fungicidal agents, which prevent the proliferation of
viruses, bacteria, fungi and molds.

· We recommend a maximum load of 42 kilos, for proper
basket maneuverability and service life.

· As an optional enhancement, it can be manufactured
with virucidal agent to prevent infection by COVID19.

MADE FROM RECYCLED
MATERIALS
As part of our responsible project we have chosen our basket made with recycled
materials.
By using recycled materials we extend the useful life of disposable materials.
This basket is made from post-industrial recycled materials that come from our
own manufacturing process.

POST-INDUSTRIAL
RECYCLED MATERIAL
Post-industrial recycled plastics have more
advantages because they are cleaner,
homogeneous and controllable, while
post-consumer plastics are a mixture of
plastics that must be sorted into recyclable
and non-recyclable and properly cleaned
so that they can maintain good quality for
the manufacture of new products.

DESIGNED FOR
LONGER LIFE
The SHOPPY ECO has been designed to
extend the service life of the basket at the
point of sale, thanks to the innovative "easy
click" system, which allows the wheels to be
easily removed and installed for cleaning,
maintenance or replacement. This prolongs
the use of the basket, as the wheels are the
first component to deteriorate and often
require replacement of the entire assembly.
This system also facilitates the recycling of
the basket at recycling centers, due to the
speed of the disassembly process.

The production of recycled plastic
compared to virgin plastic results in a
reduction of up to 80% of CO2 emissions
to the atmosphere.
(Reduced carbon footprint).

COASTAL CLEANUP
We collaborate with ECOMAR, pioneers in
Spain in coastal cleaning.
A percentage of the sales of the shoppy
eco basket will go to help clean the seas,
contributing our grain of sand to the great
work done by this Foundation.

